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Abstract
Previous literature on advice-resistance in medicine and welfare has tended to focus on
patients' or callers' inexplicit resistance (minimal responses, silence and so on). But clients
also raise explicit objections, which put up a firmer barrier against the advisor's efforts. In a
novel look at resistance, we show that one important distinction among objections is their
epistemic domain: whether the client's objection is in their own world (e.g. experiencing
pain), or in the world of the practitioner (e.g. difficulties in making appointments). We show
that the practitioner may try to manoeuvre the objection onto grounds where their own
expertise will win the day, in five ways: conceding the objection's validity as a preface to
moving on; proposing a 'work-around' that effectively repeats the original advice; selecting
an aspect of it that could be remediated; correcting the client's understanding of the
challenges of the advice; and stressing the urgency of the original course of action. We
discuss the distinction between objections to solicited and unsolicited advice, and the role
of objections in revealing, and affirming, a service-user's personal life-world contingencies.
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Introduction

A problem for anyone giving advice is that what they offer may not be readily accepted by
the recipient. The problem becomes potentially damaging when the advice is being offered
by a welfare advisor, and even life-threatening if by a medical practitioner. Our interest in
this article is to explore a particularly weighty kind of resistance to advice which has so far
received very little attention: explicit objection.

Objection as a weighty kind of resistance
Previous studies of resistance to advice tended, as Butler et al observed in 2010, to focus on
occasions where the client's resistance was "embodied .. with unmarked acknowledgments
(such as ‘mhm’) or assertions of competence" (Butler et al 2010 p 282). But explicit
objections, unlike mute resistance, require the practitioner to deal with substantial
information - not just silence or hesitation and so on - in order to overcome the client's
unwillingness to follow their advice. Another difference is that they also afford the
practitioner with a clue to what needs to be done to make the advice more palatable. So it's
time to swing the attention onto concrete, specific things that clients bring up, and see how
practitioners deal with them. The approach we shall be taking is an ethnomethodological
and conversation-analytic one, looking to see how, in the exact delivery of talk, the
participants bring off the business that they are transacting with each other.

First, the background. There are a good dozen or so studies which (with one exception)
while not actually making anything of the objection as such, do provide examples in the
transcripts that they report for analysis. The next paragraph lists the relevant studies, which
are a mix of studies of welfare helplines and medical consultations. (We shall be using data
published in some of these studies, along with some new data of our own, when we come
to the analysis.)

Previous studies The only previous study that identifies objections as such is Barton et al
(2016) .They identified two examples of what they called "candidate obstacles" in diabetes
consultations: that the advice would be incompatible with the patient's lifestyle; and that
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the patient was "too busy" to follow it. The other studies we list have reported objectionlike complaints, but usually only en passant. The principal studies of this type are Butler et al
(2010) who report the client to a child health helpline saying that the advice was liable to
have bad consequences, or was unfeasible (also Costello and Roberts, 2003, oncology;
Niemant et al 2020 in obstetric and gynaecological consultations); Hepburn and Potter
(2011) who report clients to a child-protection helpline complaining that the advice would
cause problems, be too expensive, or had already been tried; and Pilnick & Coleman (2003)
who likewise report patients claiming that their physicians advice about smoking had
already been unsuccessful. Elsewhere in the literature we find quasi-objections such as the
client seeing no problem (Cohen, 2011, in health behaviour counselling; Connabeer, 2021, in
primary care consultations; Karhila, 2003 in diabteic lifestyle counselling; Pilnick and
Coleman 2003, as above), the patient replying that they have already heard the advice
(Bergen 2020, in primary care consultations); the patient "waiting and seeing" (Kettunen
2006, in diabetic lifestyle counselling, Landqvist, 2005 example 12, in poison control
helpline,) or questioning the advice and offering their own alternative (Costello & Roberts,
2003, general medicine; Landqvist, ibid, example 11; Zhao and Ma, 2020, in an outpatient
clinic) or simply rejecting the advice out of hand (Iversen 2017, medical interactions in
various settings; and for the earliest account, see Silverman's 1997 study of HIV/AIDS
counselling).

Our research question
The question, then, is in two parts. First, how can we create some order in the variety of
objections that have come up unsystematically in our own and others' studies? And, more
analytically, what can we say about clients' and practitioners' solutions to the problem that
these objections pose? Does the practitioner use the material in the objection itself to tailor
a rebuttal? If so, how?

Data

We shall be using some examples form the published literature in our analyses, but,
because published articles don't always show the full sequence of the call which bears on
the giving of the advice, its objection, and the subsequent work the advisor does, we shall
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use as our primary data calls to the Parkinson’s UK helpline. Here we have data on the
entire call, allowing us to see how the client describes their problem, how the practitioner
designs their advice, how it is met by an objection, and then what the practitioner does to
handle it.

The Parkinson's UK helpline. Data from this source will be what we draw on most for the
detailed analysis, so a word is in order about the helpline. It is not designed to offer medical
diagnoses or prescribe interventions for this neurological disease, but call-takers may give
information and support. Clients contact the telephone line with e.g. a medication query, a
benefits query or a general Parkinson’s health-related question. For more detail on the
service, and how the call-takers give advice while not overstepping their medical
competence, see Bloch and Antaki (2019). All clients who gave initial verbal consent
subsequently gave written consent. Recording protocols and ethics procedures were
approved by the University College London Research Ethics Committees. The data examined
here comprises audio-recorded telephone conversations between two specialist nurses and
30 clients - most (n=22) are people with Parkinson’s disease with the rest (n=8) being close
family members1.

Descriptive preamble: What kind of objection?

When we sort through a collection of objections to practitioners' advice, harvested from our
own Parkinson's UK data and the studies referred to above, one dimension seems to jump
out from the list: objections which fall squarely within the client's own domain – things they
know intimately, are under their control, and have greater entitlement to "own" - versus
things which are much less so, or indeed fairly obviously within the expertise and authority
of the practitioner. As an example of a client-owned objection, the client might report that
they've tried a medication (suggested by the call taker) previously and it failed; whereas if
they claim that they don't know how to get an appointment, then that falls more readily
into a domain that the practitioner will know more about. We have set out a list in Table 1,

1

This paragraph is closely based on the one published in Antaki & Bloch's (2020) study of impersonalised
advice, a different aspect of the Parkinson UK interactions.
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glossing the actual detail of the clients' words just for the convenience of treating them as
examples of objection of these two kinds.

------------------------Table 1 about here
--------------------------

But does that apparent difference - what Heritage calls a difference in "epistemic status"
(Heritage, 2012), where one person has greater authority than another by dint of greater
experience or expertise - actually cash out in the interaction? That is what the analysis will
show.

Analysis: How did the call-takers deal with these objections? The role of epistemic
entitlement

We can start with two examples to set the scene.

Consider how the call-taker reacts to these two very different objections: the problem is just
getting an appointment (a bureaucratic contingency that the nurse call-taker will be very
familiar with), and I have to spend a penny in the night anyway (urination at night,
something the client will know only too intimately).

Example 1a. "Just getting an appointment"
Parkinson's UK case 078
202

N:

or (.) h you know potentially it could be some sort

203

of muscle strai:n or h y’know there’s all sorts

204

of different erm (.) different types of pain as I

205

say but h you know what we often find is that

206

there’s different types of medications that target

207

different types of pain h which is why (.) um h y’know

208

although the gp’s (.) y’know obviously workin at

209

the >sort of< anti-inflammatory route with you at

5

210

the moment (.)h I think it would be also be

211

worth asking if it’s possible to be referred over

212

to a rheumatologist who h can put th- really sort

213

of put that specialist eye over it for you

214

(1.0)

215

C:

yeah (.) d’you think d’ya think it (.) I mean the

216

problem is just getting an appointment that can

217

take anything up to a week y’know (.) just to see

218

th- the gee pee?

The call-taker has advised the client (in the tentative manner described in Antaki & Bloch,
2020) to see a rheumatologist (lines 210-213); but after a delay of 1 second and a minimal
acknowledgement (line 215), the client raises the objection that there would be a delay
even in seeing their general practitioner (GP), let alone, they imply, seeing a specialist. This
bureaucracy is squarely in the call-taker's domain of expertise; she is a nurse with long
standing experience of the health system, so let us see how she finds a ready solution to the
objection.

Example 1 b (continues directly from 1a)
219

N:

I think what you can do with the gee pee I mean (.)

220

you know you haven’t always got to have an

221

appointment to see them face on h um you can always

222

give the gee pee’s surgery a ring and ask if it’s

223

possible to speak to a doctor over the phone h um

224

C:

okay=

225

N:

=or or actually ask um the reception if it’s

226

possible to actually ask th- the gee pee to make a

227

referral through for you to see h to see a

228

rheumatologist h um but a lot of the gee pees will want

229

to speak to you which (.) can can as I say be over

230

the phone which h takes less time (.) for THEM but

231

also is often a lot more convenient for you than

232

going down to the surgery.

233

C:

yeah (0.5) yeah h: (unintelligible)
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The objection is easily overcome. The call-taker assures the client of what the client can do
(note the contrastive emphasis (Bing, 1983), marking her acknowledgment of the client's
objection while sidelining it) is to get the GP on the phone. Indeed, she claims, this might
even be easier for the doctor (and hence more liable to succeed). This extra revelation may
seal the matter; in any case, the client assents, and the talk moves on.

Consider now the difficulties facing the call-taker when the objection is firmly in the client's
experiential domain, as in example 2. The call-taker recommends drinking more water; but
the client objects that she already has to get up and urinate ("spend a penny" in the British
idiom" at night), implying that her water intake must be sufficient, or that more would
mean still greater disturbance and inconvenience.

Example 2a: I have to spend a penny [urinate]
Parkinson's UK case 073 (line 103-108)
97

N:

um n obviously w-if you are

98

sweating profusely erm y’know it is

99

important to make sure that you keep

100

(.) keep hydrated as well h

101

C:

mmm

102

N:

erm

103

C:

that’s difficult sometimes at night

104

anyway isn’t it cause haha[

ha

]

105

N:

[that’s][right ]

106

C:

[I have]

107

ta spend hh spend a penny in the night

108

anyway yhou know=

Unlike arranging a medical appointment, a matter on which the call-taker can pull rank, the
client's problem with urination is intimately their own. The call-taker must temporise, as we
shall see.

Example 2b:(follows on directly from 2a)
109

N:

110

C:

111

N:

=I know: but we’ve got to be [careful]
[haha

]

cause we’ve got to make sure that you
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112

don’t get dehydrated

113

C:

114

N:

Ye[h ye]h
[erm ]

but I think y’know again it’s it

115

really is erm one of these problems we-we

116

often come across it’s not not a rarity

117

it’s h erm (.) y’know n we do find that night

118

sweats erm can be a a very sort of common

119

problem

h erm

We see again, as we saw in line 219 in example 1b, an acknowledgement (in line 109); but
then there is a disjunctive but prefacing a move away from the personal specificities of the
client's experience and onto the general ground of the (medical?) we and the overarching
impersonal principle, applicable to anyone, of not getting dehydrated. The call-taker seems
to have overcome the objection by this move to generality, but, unlike the case in example
1, here the objection is in the client's domain, and extra detail of their life-world can always
be provided, as they do below in line 120.

Example 2c:(follows on directly from 2b)
120

C:

121
122

I I get it during the day as well
(0.8)

N:

right yeh erm (0.4)that that can occ-

123

y’know again it can occur during the day

124

but night [sweat]s tend to sort of

125

C:

126

N:

[ m

]

affect people more cause it’s y’know

127

w you’re wakin up in soaking wet beds in

128

the middle of the night n

129

[ythinkin oh my goodness]

130

C:

[ yeh that’s right

131

N:

we go from here [h y’know

132

C:

133

N:

y’know where do

]
] but this

[ ye(h)h yeh]
too much perspiration can be a side

134

effect of of some of the parkinson’s

135

medications such as the leva- dopa based

136

drugs b-and sometimes just by

137

alleviating the dose h

138

help [h

erm

can sometimes

] h but we sometimes find
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139

C:

[yes right]

The call-taker had tried to move onto her own areas of expertise but the client's insistence
on their own area of entitled experience at 120 balks them. Once again the call-taker defers
to the caller, issuing yet another acknowledgement (line 122). The solution she finds out of
the impasse is to restate the problem as seen by the client, making a show of appreciating
their complaint by, in line 129, ventriloquising their dismay in direct reported speech (for
more on such thought-reporting, see Webb et al 2018). This affiliative move cedes ground,
but allows the call-taker to pivot (line 131) on to a more medical domain, and the talk
continues on her terms - objections, if not overcome, then at least bypassed.

Even this very abbreviated account of the two examples shows the differences between
them: an objection on the call-taker's turf is easily set aside, while an objection where the
client has, in Heritage's (2012) terms, primary epistemic entitlements, requires work to
overcome.

Ways to concede and bring the objection onto the practitioner's territory

The data reveal that various practices are open to the practitioner in dealing with objections
that fall somewhere along the cline of epistemic priority, from those in their own domain to
those in their advisees'. Basically, the objection is usually acknowledged, perhaps even
conceded; then, if possible, the practitioner finds a way to bring the matter into an area of
their own expertise.

We offer a list of ways the practitioner does that, based on analysis of our Parkinson's UK
data, but showing the generality of the practices by giving examples taken from interactions
noted in other studies (listed above) where the original transcriptions allow. We set them
out as a crude list, but, of course, they can be mixed together; and, indeed, we'll see that
concession is a useful preface for at least three of the others.

a) conceding the objection's validity but moving on;
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b) proposing a 'work-around' that effectively repeated the original course of action by
different means;
c) selecting an aspect of it that could be remediated;
d) correcting and minimising the client's understanding of the challenges or costs of the
advice; and
e) stressing the importance or urgency of the original course of action.

Analytically, we shall try and bring out how it is that, in all these practices, the practitioner
manoeuvres (if possible) the objection onto their own grounds, while orienting to the
client's epistemic rights.

a) Conceding the validity of the objection
Concession, though occasionally noted by previous analysts, seems to play a systematic part
in prefacing responses to objections. We have already seen it in the examples above: in
example 2b, line 109 "I know", example 2c "right yeh erm (.4) that that can occur"; and even
when the objection was in the call-taker's domain, there was an implicit acknowledgement
("I think what you can do...") of the client's troubles. Concession can preface either a
withdrawal of the advice or a side-ways move to re-issue it in different terms, as the calltaker does in Example 1. In both cases, its explicit acknowledgment of the client's rights
repairs the rupture in affiliation temporarily caused by the objection.

In this example from case 069, the call-taker has advised the client to ask their GP to inform
the consultant of changes in the patient's symptoms.

Example 3 Parkinson’s UK case 069
95

specialist ta liaise together. h so to

96

make sure that when you-when she sees

97

these doctors, when they’re sending their

98

letters back to the gee pee ask them ta h ta um

99

write to the other consultant as well

100

u[m

101

C:

102

N:

s]o that they’re they’re all fully

[yeah]
aware of exactly what’s going on on the

10

103

[symptoms]

104

C:

[yeah

]

105

N:

she’s go-she’s having because sometimes

106

they work in sort of two separate entities

107

(.) erm=

108

C:

=well that’s just what’s been happening en

109

I’ve (.) been on about it I’ve spoke

110

about it en I thought that’s would av h

111

happened but we did see a neurologist h

112

once (.) h en then I had to complained coz

113

it’s sich a long time (.) y’know

114

N:

115

C:

m-[m: ]
[any]way I thought (.) en then then he

116

when he uh we only seen him once en then he

117

discharged us.

118

(0.4)

119

N:

120

C:

121

N:

h [

oh:

no] we need to have some

[n then pass it]
conti-continuity there we really do need

122

to make sure that she’s reviewed by both

123

sides here to make sure she’s on

124

the (-)the best balance of

 drugs

The client objects (lines 110-111) that this hasn't worked before (I thought that would've
happened) . The call-taker affiliates with a news receipt and what seems to be a
concessionary assessment (oh no) affirming the negativity of the client's experience (see
Heritage on Oh-prefaced responses to questions (Heritage 1998, but more generally
Heritage 2002). But she then immediately reasserts the advice in general, impersonal terms
as a matter of modal necessity (lines 119-124). Concession can be seen more dramatically in
this next example, from the study by Cohen et al (2011).

Example 4 (Cohen et al 2011, p 11) (transcription as in original)
01

MD:

How are you watching your diet?

02

PT:

I'm eating whatever I want to eat.

03
04

(0.7)
PT:

he he ((laughter))
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05

MD:

O::ka::y, U::m.

06

PT:

If you want me to lie to you I can lie to you. I-

07

MD:

No no. That's [okay.

The practitioner issues what of what Butler et al (2010) call advice-implicative questions.
It implies, as Butler et al argue, that the client ought to eat less, or less bad things; but the
client's objection (line 2) is squarely in terms of their own wants and desires. Note the calltaker's concessionary retreat in the face of the client's unassailable epistemic entitlement;
this is one of the few cases where the practitioner is balked. This might be due to the fact
that the advice was unsolicited; we shall return to that later.

b) Reissuing the advice in a work-around
A very common practice by the call-taker was to acknowledge or concede the objection, and
then to re-issue it in a different form. We have already seen that in the Parkinson's calltaker re-issuing the advice to make an appointment with the consultant via the client's GP
(see example 1, above). In this next example, the practitioner is again on their own
epistemic ground.

Example 5. Parkinson's UK case 073
200

N:

well I’ll get that one popped out for you

201

today h

202

nurse erm y’know when you’ve had a read

203

read though the leaflet h erm and just

204

see whether y’know she uh-it’d be

205

possible for ha to have a chat to the

206

consultant to see if any slight

207

adjustments h

208

prior to that next ap[pointm]ent

209

C:

210
211

would be worth tryin
[ yeh

]

(0.2)
C:

212
213

erm but do have a word with your

I don’t see the consultant very much
actually=

N:

=no I think when there’s a nurse I mean

214

often the nurses can provide just as much

215

if not more than the consultant cause
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216

N:

they’ve [often] got more time to spend

217

C:

218

N:

with you h erm but they’re [ a ]

219

C:

[yeh]

220

N:

[ yeh ]

really really useful link the nurses

221

cause they can actually speak to the

222

N:

223

C:

224

N:

consultant n[obv]iously if changes are
[yeh]
needed can get that sorted for you anyway

The client's objection at 211 is met with a confirmatory negative (Heritage and Raymond,
2021) at line 213 which prefaces an immediate workaround by recommending a different
person to see - one who, cementing the call-taker's knowledge of the scene, can "provide
just as much if not more". Here is another case of a work-around, from a different data-set.

Example 6 Barton (2016) p 1160 (transcription as in original, line numbers and boldening
added)
01

GP:

is there any other exercise that you like doing

02
03

(2.5)
PT:

04
05

(1.0)
GP:

06
07

mm
like walking or . do you enjoy that
(2.0)

PT:

08

i:: (1.5) i maybe don't have enough time (2.) because u::m I
start cutting the lawn at seven in the morning

09

GP:

10

PT:

11

GP:

12

PT:

13

GP:

yeah ((tut)) .hhh how about on the weekend [ do you think]=
[on the week-]
=it's something you could [maybe ] do on the weekend
[

.hh

]

some exercise

Again the practitioner's acknowledgement (including the non-lexical "tut", hearable perhaps
as sympathetic (see Keevallik and Ogden 2020 for an interactional account of such
vocalisations in general) prefaces the alternative course of action in line 9; it is the same
advice to take exercise, altered only to a more convenient time.
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c) Selecting an aspect of the objection that can be reformulated
As with formulations (Heritage & Watson 1979), restatements of the objection can edit out
the irremediable parts and leave something that the call-taker can deal with. In this
example, the call-taker has advised that the client see their GP, only to be told that the GP
"never does anything without getting any correspondence for the hospital", in a designedly
extreme-case (and, as Edwards 2000 notes, therefore unassailable) description. However,
on home epistemic ground, the call-taker can rework the client's objection in such a way as
to take the wind out of their sails.

Example 7
Parkinson’s UK case 099 line 84
84

C:

yea:h uh yeah okay (.) I was just ye-hs it’s

85

tryin to convince the gp cuz I been there

86

before when the hospitals have said oh the

87

dosage should go up, down, change, this and

88

that (.) h and he never does anything

89

without getting any correspondence from

90

the: hospital [ ((unintelligible))

91

N:

92

C:

[sorry ]

93

N:

[they

]

[well I think you know if] (0.8)
] wo- they obviously won’t change the

94

medication unless it’s on the consultant’s

95

advice, but I [think ](.) you’re not actually

96

C:

97

N:

98
99
100

[y:eah ]
askin him to change the medication you’re
just askin him to go back to the [brand]ed

C:

[yeah ]
version.h if you do have problems with that

The call-taker issues the now-familiar acknowledgment on line 93, and then on lines 95
restates the client’s problem in a way that grants her the opportunity to provide a
bureaucratic solution - it's not that they need to ask for a change of medication as such, so
much as a simple change to a propriety rather than the generic brand . She then proceeds
without the objection resurfacing.
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d) Correcting and minimising the client's understanding of the challenges or costs of the
advice

A client may object to the course of action on the basis that they would find it too
challenging or costly, and although that seems to be a matter of their own competence or
abilities (and therefore in their own epistemic domain), the practitioner can tailor the
course of action to remove its more demanding elements, as in the example below, where
the advice is to profit from an information leaflet.
Example 8 Parkinson’s UK case 114
01

C:

02
03

Carol what d’you suggest (.) ah sa:y win ah go down
'n speak to ma Parkinson nurse in two weeks=

N:

=.hhh uh think y’need t make sure she kno:ws (.)

04

exactly what the symptoms are (.) when it

05

happe::ns hh that you (.) you feel it might be t

06

do with th medication .hhhh but what (.) what

07

ah’d like t’do if I (.)if I cid jus send you some

08

information be[fore] you see her

09

C:

10

N:

11
12

[yes ]
an then you kin have uh (.) uh bit uv a read up on
.hh the medications thut’re availa[ble]

C:

[not] uh lot i

13

readin is it?

14

(0.5)

15

N:

16

C:

17
18

noh nohno (0.2) no we’v [jist

got uh

]

[>(cos I'd)< get ]lost in it
all (widja)?

N:

no:: we’ve got umm (.) nice little booklet jist on

19

thee: (.) all the drugs ava:liable (0.2) .hh

20

[an y’kin ] just sortuv (.) have a look through

21

C:

[(all the)]

22

N:

b'cuz th-th-th ther are (.) quite (.) quite uh

23

lot (0.2) thiz diffrent types thiza[bout]
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But although the practitioner can edit the advice, the client is nevertheless able to resist
again, this time upgrading the incapacity from the implicit worry of line 12 to an explicit
assertion (line 16) she would "get lost in it all".

Here is an equivalent example from a medical consultation. The client reacts to the advice
to drink water (line 2-5) with a response cry and the objection that "stomach big" and they
"don't feel better".

Example 9 Niemants (2020) "OBSf" is a female obstetrician, "PATf" a female patient. Neither
has English as their 1st language. Lines renumbered and boldening added.
01

OBSf

I think you need to rest (.) more (.)

02

you have to rst (.) some days (.) okay to see if the pain

03

go out (.) rest drink a lot of water almost [one litre]

04

PATf

05

OBSf

06

PATf

07

[water/

]

half (.) yes [almost ]
[because ] I don't drink water because (.)
if I drink water then my goodness (0.7) ((laughter))

08

OBSf

.h

09

PATf

then stomach big I don't feel better

10

OBSf

yes but don't drink (.) a lot of water (.) im

11

only way but ehm: [a lot

12

PATf

13

OBSf

14

PATf

]

[drink water ]
of of time [s in a day]
[hu hu hu

]

Clearly, the client is uniquely entitled to report the bad effects of the advice; nevertheless,
again after the initial acknowledging "yes" (line 10) the practitioner can adjust the dosage,
as it were, and re-issue the advice in more acceptable form.

e) Stressing the importance or urgency of the original course of action.

The practitioner can trump an objection by stressing the importance or indeed the urgency
of the course of action, on the basis of the practitioner's acknowledged expertise. In the
next example, the client objects (lines 162-165) that they can't rely on the GP and
psychiatrist to work together.
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Example 10 Parkinson’s UK Case 069
159

C:

160

=well I think she can contact the
neurologist you know [but:

161

N:

162

C:

] I was a

[that’s right]
little bit disappointed cause I thought ah

163

well he will y’know (.) consult the the

164

psychiatrist and they’d work together but

165

er: I duh it [never happened I don’t ]

166

N:

[sometimes yeh

]

167

I know unfortunately sometimes we have to

168

encourage them to copy the letters in and

169

things like that but it is important the

170

two do start working together to get the

171

balance right for her h

172

know again, sometimes we find that (.) you

173

know the parkinson’s drugs can offset the

174

mental state and medicate[ons] for the

175

C:

176

erm because you

[yeh]
mental state can offset the ba parkinson’s

177

N:

178

C:

179

N:

it [really is]about trying to get
[yeh right]
this fine balance [we

] really [do ]

The client's objection (162-5) seems to index a personal frustration with the service that
they're receiving. The practitioner orients to the frustration (167-169) but deletes it in
favour of stressing the medical benefits of the advice (169 and ff.)

Perhaps the most unilateral display of the practitioner operating from a position of strength
is when the matter is urgent and clearly both in the practitioner's expertise, and to the
client's advantage. Example 11 below comes from a poisons helpline:

Example 11 (Landqvist, 2005, p 230) Original with Swedish and English translation; only the
English given here. "Ph"is the pharmacist. Boldening added.
179

Ph:

So I think that you should go in to hospital.

180

C:

.hh mm yes I I will wait a little and see if I feel worse

181

'cause that now (0.3) it's been been forty-five minutes
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182

since I ate

183

Ph:

Yes=

184

C:

=So I guess it should

185
186

(1.0)
Ph:

No I don't think you should wait any longer

The pharmacist does give the client time to withdraw the objection, and there is a hint that
they might be doing so in 184; but equally, the abandoned sentence might be "so it should
settle down" or words to that effect. In any case, after a further gap of 1 second, the
practitioner makes a unilateral judgement that rides roughshod over the objection. After all,
it was the client who called for advice about what to do after ingesting something
potentially lethal.

Solicited and unsolicited advice
The last example above suggests that advice which the client has not themselves solicited
may be easier for them to object to, and make their objections carry. If we look at our
collections of objections through that lens, we do indeed find that there seems to be some
connection. Consider the first six objections that we listed in Table 1 above: No (Iversen,
2017); I don't think I feel bad or unfit (Karhila et al, 2003); I'll wait and see if I feel worse
(Landqvist 2005); I know, you told me last time (Bergen, 2020) I've tried, I wish I could.
(Pilnick and Coleman, 2003); and I don't have any money (Butler et al, 2010).

The only time the client is overruled is in example 11 from Landqvist (2005), when the
pharmacist had to come down heavily on the client's objection when it was literally a matter
of life and death. Otherwise, it does seem that the practitioner is on the back foot, and it is
the client's objection which wins the day. Recall, for example, that in the example we saw
(as Example 4) from Cohen et al, when the practitioner hints that they should "watch their
diet", the client was able to simply assert, and then re-assert that they would eat what they
wanted to eat; and such was the strength of their position, they could even jocularly
challenge the practitioner to "get them to lie".
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There isn't space to give the whole transcript, but we can give a gloss for another example
from Iversen (2017) which shows the licence that the client has, when the ball is in their
epistemic court, even in the face of a direct injunction from the practitioner.

Example 12 Iversen 2017 p12 (from the English translation of the Norwegian)
D:

Now you have to quit [smoking]

P:

No

D:

No: oh

P:

HHhe hehe he .hh

P:

That's 'cau- I'm too old now you see

D:

Are you too old to quit

P:

Yes, I'm telling you that I am.

Although the practitioner has put their advice in the most directive of ways possible, with
the unilateral imperative you have to quit, the client has given a bald no and followed it up
with their own, subject-side assessment (Edwards and Potter, 2017) of their situation,
brooking no argument.

Discussion

We set out to look at the way in which clients raised objections to medical and welfare
advice, and how practitioners dealt with them. We first made a list of examples from our
own data and from previous studies, and noticed a distinction between an objection which
would be in the client's epistemic domain (such as I've tried it and it didn't work), and one
which, although experienced by the client, would yield some authority to the expertise of
the practitioner (such as it's difficult to get an appointment). The first kind have the weight
of the service-user's life-world, blocking the advice with material worries that only the client
knows intimately. But the second allows the practitioner to wield their authority.

Our analysis showed that this did indeed happen, but that the practitioner took pains, even
when dealing with objections they could easily overcome, to maintain affiliation with the
client, perhaps orienting to the moral dimension to advice, as Shaw and Hepburn (2013) find
in family advice-giving. It was common in the data we analysed here for the practitioner to
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acknowledge an objection, at least minimally, perhaps even conceding it, before pulling it
onto territory that they better controlled. We saw the practitioner proposing workarounds,
selecting an aspect of the objects that could be reformulated, and correcting the client’s
understanding of the advice. It was only when the matter could be classed as imminently
dangerous (requiring, for example, immediate hospitalisation to treat a poison) that we saw
the practitioner forswear concession and invoke the urgency of the advice to push it
through.

We may also add that concession will matter to the participants because most of the issues
raised, at least those we have examined, are in the context of a chronic disability where the
client is often having to make decisions about their health and wellbeing (or that of a family
member), extending far beyond the merely medical domain. The problems raised are real,
are distressing, and have already generated enough difficulty to prompt advice seeking from
a professional. For the call-taker to be effective, they don’t necessarily need their advice to
be agreed to; but they do need their advice to be understood and to be treated as credible.
Conceding the client’s perspective, particularly their challenges to advice given, both
attends to the importance of affiliation and the therapeutic alliance which is growing in
influence in some quarters (see, for older adults with neurological disorders, Portacolone et
al's 2020 call for medics' greater communicative co-operation with patients).

It is worth giving some brief consideration, in the space that remains, to the dimension of
advice that we addressed only tentatively, and as something of an afterthought in this
paper: the difference between objecting to advice which comes unsolicited, and advice for
which the client has actually asked. A troubled client who rings a support helpline with a
question about what to do is clearly and manifestly expecting to be given advice. On the
other hand, a patient who has attended a primary care consultation on a routine matter
may be surprised if the doctor starts quizzing them about, for example, their smoking (as in
the study by Pilnick & Coleman 2003). In either case, the client may have reasons to raise an
objection to the advice the practitioner gives, but in the latter case, where the client hasn't
even asked for it, the practitioner may have a harder task in overcoming it. If we want a
theoretical handle on that, then we can consider who is the ostensible beneficiary of the
advice (Clayman and Heritage, 2014) or who it is who has what Potter et al (1993) called a
20

stake and interest in the matter. The institution has a stake in its advice being taken, and
there will be varying degrees of pressure for the practitioner to make sure that it is (to get
the case closed, the call terminated, and so on); and it may well be that in some cases, at
least, their interests and those of their clients do not coincide. Professionals' advice giving,
and clients' objections against that advice, may be a battleground of competing
entitlements.
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Table 1. Epistemic spectrum of clients' objections to advice, from what are arguably clients'
and practitioners' epistemic domains.

(Examples glossed from Parkinson's UK and transcripts published in various helpline and
medical interaction studies)

Kind of objection to advice

Glossed examples from previous studies and/or Parkinson's
UK data

Largely in the client's domain
Explicit rejection

No (Iversen, 2017)

There is no problem

I don't think I feel bad or unfit (Karhila et al, 2003)

Will wait and see

I'll wait and see if I feel worse (Landqvist 2005)

Client already knows the

I know, you told me last time (Bergen, 2020)

advice anyway
Client has already tried their

[stopping smoking] I've tried, I wish I could. (Pilnick and

best

Coleman, 2003)

Course of action is too

I don't have any money (Butler et al, 2010)

expensive
Client is too busy

I just don't have the time (Barton et al, 2016)

Doesn't fit client's lifestyle

I have to cook at different times & for different diets (Barton
et al, 2016)

It would make things worse

It would make me urinate more (Parkinson's UK data)
Friend would tell my mum (Butler et al, 2010)

Client has already tried the

Consultant didn't want her to have that (Parkinson's UK data)

advice but it didn't work

I don't sleep if I have the nicotine patches on (Iversen 2017)

Can't implement the advice

I'm drinking as much as I can (Parkinson's UK data)

physically

She can't eat without being hungry (Niemants et al 2020)

Advice doesn't match the

[Family member] just point blank says no (Parkinson's UK

nature or severity of the

data)

problem
Doesn't want to impose on

I just feel it would bother [nurse] (Parkinson's UK data)

others
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Largely in the practitioner's domain
Critiquing the grounds of the

Is it necessary? (Zhao and Ma, 2020)

advice
Client suggests an alternative

Perhaps I should persevere with the painkillers [instead]
(Parkinson's UK data)
Can't I have smear medication (Zhao and Ma, 2020)

Can't implement advice which

Can't get an appointment with the consultant (Parkinson's UK

requires access to services

data)
We only see guidance officer once a fortnight (Butler et al,
2010)

Referred service is unreliable

The GPs aren't that well informed (Parkinson's UK data)

or inappropriate
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